VERTICAL FLAMMABILITY TESTER

DESCRIPTION:
To determine vertical combustion behaviour and flame spread pattern of a given material
APPLICATION:
Textiles and similar materials
TEST STANDARDS:
EN ISO 6941, EN ISO 15025 etc.

HORIZONTAL FLAMMABILITY TESTER

DESCRIPTION:
To determine horizontal combustion behaviour and flame spread pattern of a given material
APPLICATION:
Textiles and similar materials
TEST STANDARDS:
DIN 75200, ISO 3795 etc.

INCLINED FLAMMABILITY TESTER

DESCRIPTION:
To determine inclined combustion behaviour at 45 degree of a given material
APPLICATION:
Textiles and similar materials
TEST STANDARDS:
ASTM D 1230, BS 2963 etc.

LIMITED OXYGEN INDEX

DESCRIPTION:
To determine minimum concentration of oxygen that will support flaming combustion of Textiles in a glowing mixture of oxygen and nitrogen
APPLICATION:
Textiles and similar materials
TEST STANDARDS:
ASTM D 2863